CHAPTER ONE

POSSIBLE

MOINE

Ancestors

?? MOINE
m. ??
- Jacques MOINE
  m. Jeanne RECROIT
    - Jean Pierre MOINE
      m. Françoise LANOS
        - Joseph MOINE
          m. Marie Élisabeth DESBOUEF
            - François MOINE
              m. Marie Catherine BORON-GOFINET
                - Victorie MOINE
                  m. Etienne GROSJEAN
                    - Adelaide GROGEAN
                      m. James VOISARD
                        - Esther M. VOISARD
                          m. Urban Carl SCHNEIDER
                            - Urban E. SCHNEIDER
                              m. Sylvia A. STEINKE
Jacques MOINE, who married Jeanne RECROIX, is our known ancestor. His family will be detailed in the next chapter. The other MOINE’s listed on this page are likely related in some way, but more research is needed to prove exactly what that connection is.

I will discuss all of these MOINE’s in this chapter. The reader must keep in mind these are simply POSSIBLE relatives, but the proof is not there to show what the exact relationship may be. There is good evidence to show that the last three at left are children of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL.

I also must mention that there was a Jeanne MOINE, who married Claude MARCHAND. I have her known family information on Page 8. Grosne Parish records show that they had three known children between 1662 and 1674, which could put Jeanne MOINE’s birth date around 1642, making her a potential sister of the Jean MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL. But again, there is more research needed to prove this connection.
Eve MOINE was born about 1653, France. There is a possible relationship between Jean MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL, and Eve MOINE. Possibly Eve MOINE is Jean MOINE’s child, sibling, or cousin. I am including her information here because I am certain that there is relationship of some sort. More research is needed to determine exactly what that relationship is.

Eve MOINE married Jean LIEVRE on ______ in _______, France. Jean LIEVRE was born around 1655 in __________, France.

Jean LIEVRE and Eve (MOINE) LIEVRE had four known children between 1686 and 1694. Information on these children and their families is included in the chart above.

Eve (MOINE) LIEVRE was buried on December 3, 1713, according to Grosne Parish records. Her age was recorded as 60 years. Parish records show that she was living at Velleseot at the time of her death.

Jean LIEVRE was buried on March 12, 1717, according to Grosne Parish records. His age was listed as 62 years.
Jean MOINE was born on ______ in ______, France. There is a possible relationship between Jean MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL, and Jean MOINE, above. Possibly Jean MOINE, above, is Jean MOINE’s child, sibling, or cousin. I am including his information here because I am certain that there is relationship of some sort. More research is needed to determine exactly what that relationship is.

Jean MOINE married Catherine LOUY on ______ in ______, France. Catherine LOUY was born on ______ in ______, France.

Jean MOINE and Catherine (LOUY) MOINE had seven known children between 1684 and 1696. Information on these children and their families is included in the chart above.

No records have yet been found concerning deaths of Jean MOINE or Catherine (LOUY) MOINE.
Jean Pierre MOINE was born on _____ in ___ France. There is a possible relationship between Jean MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL, and Jean Pierre MOINE, above. Possibly Jean Pierre MOINE, above, is Jean MOINE’s child, sibling, or cousin. I am including his information here because I am certain that there is relationship of some sort. More research is needed to determine exactly what that relationship is. His offspring were also known to have immigrated to Wayne County, Ohio, possibly having something to do with our MOINE ancestors immigrating there as well.

Jean Pierre MOINE married Anne “Marie” RECROIX on _____ in ___, France. Anne “Marie” RECROIX was born on _____ in ____, France, a daughter of Oswald RECROIX, (the mayor of Petit-Croix), and Marguerite FLOTAT. Anne “Marie” RECROIX had two known brothers, Thiébaud RECROIX and Jean REcroix.

Jean Pierre MOINE and Anne “Marie” RECROIX had eight known children between 1684 and 1705. Information on these children and their families is included in the chart above.

No records have yet been found concerning deaths of Jean Pierre MOINE or Anne “Marie” RECROIX.
Jacques MOINE was born (possibly around 1661, based on the age of his first child), in France. There is a possible relationship between Jean MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL, and Jacques MOINE, above. Possibly Jacques MOINE, above, is Jean MOINE’s child, sibling, or cousin. I am including his information here because I am certain that there is relationship of some sort. More research is needed to determine exactly what that relationship is. He is a known ancestor of ours. His great grandson, Francis MOINE, immigrated to Wayne County, Ohio with his family in 1833.

Jacques MOINE married Jeanne RECROUIT (RECROUIX, RECROY) on ______ in ______, France. Jeanne RECROUIT was born on November 14, 1655 in Grosne Parish, Belfort, Franche-Comté, France, the daughter of Jean RECROY and Francoise _______. There are records indicating that Jeanne RECROUIT might be the sister of Anne "Marie" RECROIT from the previous page.

Jacques MOINE and Jeanne (RECROUIT, RECROUIX, RECROY) MOINE had eight known children between 1687 and 1710. Details on their families will be discussed in the next chapter.

Marguerite MOINE was born on March 15, 1673 in Grosne Parish, Belfort, Franche-Comté, France. She was the first of three known children born to Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL. Nothing else is known of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL.

Marguerite MOINE’s baptismal sponsors were:
- Parrian (Godfather): Jean Claude COURTAT, living at Boron
- Marraine (Godmother): Marguerite PAGE, daughter of Mathieu PAGE

Marguerite MOINE’s parents are listed in Lisa90 as:
- Pere: Jean MOINE
- Mere: Jeanne Marie BAJOL

No other records have yet been found concerning Marguerite MOINE.
- Marguerite MOINE (f) (Baptisé) Grosne Baptism of the 5.3.1673 (d.m.y)
- Jean MOINE (Père)
- Jeanne Marie BAJOL (Mère)
- Jean Claude COURTAT (Parrian) living at Boron
- Marguerite PAGE (Marraine) daughter of Mathieu, charbonnier français
Many sources were used to gather information on the MOINE family. The most helpful were the GeneaNet sites at http://en.geneanet.org. The most useful GeneaNet sites specifically used were:

- http://en.geneanet.org/
- http://www.lisa90.org/

Also, http://www.lisa90.org/ provided very helpful information, and seemed to be more accurate, as GeneaNet had many conflicts with dates.

It was also very helpful to visit cemeteries, read obituaries, and view US Census records to find valuable information.

Children of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJO - Jacques MOINE

Jacques MOINE was born on February 9, 1676 in Grosne Parish, Belfort, Franche-Comté, France. He was the second of three known children born to Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL. Nothing else is known of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL.

Jacques MOINE’s baptismal sponsors were:

Parrian (Godfather): Jacques ROSAT, Mayor of Grosne Parish
Marraine (Godmother): Anne Marie PAROT, daughter of Jean, living at Boncourt

(A note below Anne Marie PAROT’s name says (translated): same as “Catherine, daughter of a certain PINOSA, also of Boncourt”)

Marguerite MOINE’s parents are listed in Lisa90 as:

Pere: Jean MOINE, living at Boron
Mere: Jeanne Marie BAJO

Jacques MOINE died around 1717 in ________ France.

No other records have yet been found concerning Jacques MOINE.

Children of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJO - Nicolas MOINE

Nicolas MOINE was born on February 28, 1679 in Grosne Parish, Belfort, Franche-Comté, France. He was the third of three known children born to Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL. Nothing else is known of Jean MOINE and Jeanne Marie BAJOL.

Nicolas MOINE’s baptismal sponsors were:

Parrian (Godfather): Nicolas FRIER, living at Boron
Marraine (Godmother): Clémence, spouse of Claude MARCHAND

Marguerite MOINE’s parents are listed in Lisa90 as:

Pere: Jean MOINE
Mere: Jeanne Marie BAJO

Nicolas MOINE died ________ in ________ France.

No other records have yet been found concerning Nicolas MOINE.
Jeanne MOINE, who married Claude MARCHAND, has some connection to Jean
MOINE, who married Jeanne Marie BAJOL. She could be a sibling or cousin. I have
included her known information because it may be helpful in determining the relationships
of the preceding individuals in this chapter. More research is needed to determine what
that connection is.

The Franche-Comté Region of France

The Franche-Comté Region is just south of the Alsace-Lorraine Regions of France. It is part of the lower Jura,
Doubs valley, mountain area. Agriculture is mainly dairy, some wine. Industries: cheese, forestry, optical,
furniture. It was part of the Burgundian "empire", Hapsbourg of Austria that became France in 1674.
The Regional capital is Besançon. There are four Departments in the Franche-Comté Region; Jura, Doubs,
Saône, and Territoire de Belfort.

The Department of Jura: Mountains and lakes in a very beautiful French
area. In the lower area there are are fine wines produced at Arbois and
Poligny Rural area, with much agriculture, from dairy products to fruit. In the
high hills there is much forestry. Towns: Lons le Saunier

The Department of Doubs: This is the start of the main mountain region of
France, the Doub marks the beginnings of the Jura hills. The Doub offers
beautiful country side, a calm region with strong traditions and folklore. There
is a strong local accent to the French language. The local cuisine is
excellent, with cheese being an important ingredient. Towns: Besançon On
the banks of the river Doubs, with the Jura mountains behind. The small city
has a fortified old castle and garrison, charming small streets and an important market.

The Department of Saône: The river Saône provides an important communication liasion. Rich
agriculture area, with cereal crops and cattle. Towns: Vesoul

The Department of Territoire de Belfort: The smallest department in France, on the border of
Alsace and a few files from Switzerland. A town which was of great strategic importance during the
two World Wars.
Towns: Belfort http://www.mairie-belfort.com/ The name comes from Belle-Fort, pretty fortress.
The Germans, Swiss and Burgundians battled possession of this town, which was a gateway to
access all parts of Europe. Attacked and besieged many times during the 30 Years War in 1630.